Chapter I: Introduction, and Some Context Prior to the 2014 Launch of the
Blake Cottage Appeal

BEING A BLAKE SOCIETY TRUSTEE
Such a convoluted story as that of the Blake Cottage appeal and the conflicts around it needs a bit of
context to be properly understood.
I will start by saying that I became a Blake Society Trustee in 2011, by invitation of the Chairman, Tim
Heath. He didn’t hint then at one of the reasons, in essence problematic, why he invites some
people to be near the Blake Society, nor the chaos this provokes in his work around William Blake.
Had I known about it, I would certainly have declined. What I mean by this will become clear in due
time in the following chapters of this testimony.
For the time being, it suffices to say that I saw in Mr Heath a passionate admirer of Blake’s work,
who generously devoted his time and creativity to further Blake’s legacy. Thus far, I knew him to be
a most kind, generous, intelligent and inspired man, all of which, I am sure, he still is from time to
time. The Blake Society’s Chair is deft not so much at contraries as at contradictions, and back then I
had no inkling of how heavily his personality could disrupt an organisation that he seemed to be
heroically running almost single-handedly – which, again, was also in a way true, for better or worse.
I had never been a Trustee in a Charity before; I was delighted by some of the things the Blake
Society was doing; I was under the impression that I shared with Mr Heath, whom I greatly admired,
some of the vision around what Blake’s work meant, and I was full of enthusiasm about this chance
to work with him and others in order to share some of that vision with the public. I was at the time
finishing writing Ciudad doliente de Dios, my 900-page novel inspired on Blake’s Prophetic Poems,
that accompanied me through some 13 years of my life. My head was full of Blake. I was grateful,
and very happy, for the chance to join the Blake Society Committee.
My first impression of the Committee – some of whose members changed during the four years that
I was part of it – was that it was somewhat dysfunctional. I committed myself to improve what I
could with enormous energy and enthusiasm. During my first year in the Committee I proposed, and
worked in the organisation of, four events: a walk looking for angels in Peckham Rye, a midnight vigil
at 17 South Molton Street to call forth the Visionary Heads and an evening dedicated to Orc, Blake’s
rebel spirit, with poet Jeremy Reed as our guest, at the Occupy London camp outside St Paul’s
Cathedral (I edited a video of it as well, that might, or might not, still be found in the Blake Society’s
webpage). The fourth event – the creation of Blake’s Golgonooza in London, with the projection of
Blake’s art on buildings –, was left for 2012. That project failed and its failure itself became a Blakean
talk at King’s College Arts & Humanities Festival (you can find its digital version in the “You Become

What You Behold” section in my webpage in this link, https://diazenciso.wordpress.com/youbecome-what-you-behold-a-page-for-william-blake/).
The injection of energy that I brought to the Blake Society was acknowledged by all, and my
commitment was never called into question in all my years as a Trustee.
For all the projects I mention above I received, on the one hand, the generous and punctilious
support of the Chair while, on the other, his hindrance and subtle, or sometimes not so subtle,
aggressions. I didn’t know how to make sense of such contradictory behaviour. I knew him to be kind
and wanted to believe that his aggressions were unintentional, due to perhaps tactlessness or
occasional lack of empathy: surely someone who was so supportive, generous and noble couldn’t be
a bully as well?
If there is one thing that I want to apologize for to all the people who have been let down by the
destruction of the Blake Cottage project, it is not having seen coming… well, what was coming.
Back then, however, our projects managed to come out well despite the hindrances. I loved working
on them, I loved the results, and I thought we could all do together so much more in the future.
I do not know the extent to which the Blake Society and its Chair may be slandering me now, though
I have heard a few things. So I want to make clear now that the Blake Society Committee had in me a
reliable, honest and passionate Trustee, and that they repeatedly praised both my work and my
integrity. On several occasions the Chair, who had been thinking about stepping down since I joined
the Society, expressed his wish that I succeeded him. When I became the Society’s Secretary in 2013,
both the Chair and the Committee trusted me unreservedly, and relied a lot on my work. In the
following chapters of this testimony you will be able to see evidence of how highly the latter was
regarded.
It feels strange now, under the circumstances, to read the following email sent to me by the Chair in
May 2014, when he was asking for my opinion about some fliers, in that particular tone of his that
by then I had learnt not to know whether if it meant praise, derision, or both. I quote:
“Please do not edit the Flyers for typos - I sent them to you as the conscience of the Blake Society.”

NOT TO ROCK THE BOAT
When Mr Antony Vinall became a Blake Society Trustee, it felt like very good news. He was practical,
thoughtful, and the Committee was benefiting much from the efficiency he brought from his
professional background. One of the things that I remember most of his participation as a Trustee
was his ongoing concern about the Society’s risks of liability, particularly since we had started raising
funds for the project to mark Blake’s grave in Bunhill Fields, and since we knew that the Chair had
the ambition to acquire the only two houses left standing where William Blake lived: the Cottage in
Felpham and the house in South Molton Street in London, where the Chair rents rooms.
It seemed wise of him to worry about such matters and he and the Chair dedicated much work to
discuss among themselves, then participate to the rest of the Committee, whether if the Society
should change its status from an unincorporated association to a company limited by guarantee, or a
CIO. Mr Vinall’s concerns became bigger when the problems started with the Cottage appeal, and in
some conversations in person he admitted to be worried by the Chair’s apparent recklessness and
his lack of communication skills regarding the project.
Throughout my years as a Trustee there were many discussions and decisions made, and changed,
about this liability issue, and they are reflected in several minutes. This is relevant because in the

Committee’s discussions there was hardly ever anything clear-cut. Ambiguity, rather, was what
prevailed, and decisions were made and overturned even about relatively minor matters – such as,
for example, whether if we should charge or not non-members attending our events.
It is interesting to note that as early as 2012 the Chair looked for the advice of Bircham Dyson Bell,
the firm of lawyers that he used to set up the Blake Cottage Trust, about the kind of organization
that The Blake Society should be if it were to raise funds not only for the grave but (I quote from
minutes of 10/10/2012) “other possible future endeavours requiring even larger-scale
fundraising”. In discussion in that meeting was the following: “An alternative to transforming the
existing Society into a limited company might be to establish a separate entity linked in some way to
the present Society, for the express purpose of carrying out the grave project and other future
projects physically commemorating Blake.”
We were looking for ways to carry out our projects in safety, but neither me, and I don’t think my
fellow Trustees either, were looking for ways to extricate the Blake Society from its responsibility
regarding each of them. This is clear too in a document that Mr Vinall circulated among the
Committee, investigating the legal options we had to pursue “the Society’s goals for the Grave
Project and 17 South Molton Street”. As I have said, the Chair’s been hoping to acquire the latter for
many years, and has considered the acquisition of the Cottage in Felpham as part of the same and
more ambitious project.
Other things stayed with me regarding Mr Vinall’s work for the Society. One was his extreme caution
about never saying what he actually thought in writing. Whenever he expressed to me his frustration
or anger at the Chair’s way of doing things, he made sure that it was in person. Another one has to
do with the fact that from very early on he kindly offered to take the minutes of our meetings, and
this includes my time as Secretary. I was very grateful at the beginning, though later I’d have reasons
to regret it, something that will become clear in the following chapters of this testimony. I soon
realized that Mr Vinall tended to word minutes in a way that they agreed with the Chair’s position.
His careful avoidance of mentioning conflicts was remarkable as well. I didn’t believe that was
healthy, and on 24 October 2012, when he omitted to mention a discussion during one of our
meetings in which I complained about how the Committee had behaved regarding some of my work,
I wrote to him asking him to please mention it in the minutes. I quote from my email: “Sorry to
insist, but I did mention at the beginning of the meeting that we had a problem of communication
regarding my talk on Golgonooza on October the 18th at King‘s College. . . . I believe it was
important to point that out, that we should work in a more cohesive way, aware of what each of us
is doing, the work behind it and its benefits for the BS; for the same reason I believe it must be stated
in the minutes as well. (That a comment on something ignored is not ignored.) If we care for each
other‘s work we will be able to create much more fruitful things from which the BS as a whole will
benefit.”
The relevance of these calls for better communication and more respect for each other from so early
on will I think become apparent as this narrative continues.
Also, on 1st March 2013 I commented to the Chair in an email: “I felt a bit unsettled by the minutes
regarding . . . . Being a potentially contentious issue as it is I am concerned. I respect the mechanism
of the minutes as you have explained it to me and that they are not open to revision,
but I feel I must let you know what I think.”
It was always very clear to me that Mr Vinall didn’t approve of rocking the boat. I trusted though his
best judgement, because of his experience, and because he seemed to be a man of integrity. Maybe
he still was.

As we will see in the following chapters, when the Cottage project became so problematic, this
prudence turned into manipulation of minutes, which by now have become instruments of blatant
lying to the members of the Blake Society.

THE COTTAGE IN FELPHAM AND 17 SOUTH MOLTON STREET
The “Felpham-Cottage-Timeline” document in the Blake Society’s webpage incurs in serious
omission and manipulation of facts, inaccuracy and false statements. They will each be unravelled in
due time in this testimony, but let us start by giving the reader some context regarding the interest
of Mr Heath, and the Blake Society, in the Cottage in Felpham and the house in South Molton Street.
As I have said before, Mr Heath rents rooms at 17 South Molton Street, where the Blake Society
often hosts events and the Committee holds meetings (or at least did when I was a Trustee). For
many years Mr Heath has been interested in the acquisition of this property, and has generously
opened its door to Blakean lovers from all over the world.
He has held a similar interest in Felpham’s Cottage, and that is why he established a relationship
with its former owner, Mrs Heather Howell, who wanted it to be in the hands of people who loved
Blake when the family came to sell it.
I always knew that Mr Heath wanted to acquire both properties so that they could be preserved to
honour William Blake, a project that I found admirable. It was also quite clearly something that he
couldn’t do on his own. There is, understandably enough, a hazy frontier between the independent
work that the Chair does related to Blake and his role as Chair of the Blake Society. The problem is
that the he himself seems to have lost his bearings.
Ever since I joined its Committee, the discussion as to whether the Blake Society should be involved
or not in the project to acquire the houses kept on coming up at our meetings. It is true that the
Committee seemed to have very little enthusiasm about the venture, which I found
incomprehensible. I guess that not everybody is willing, or capable, to put in a lot of work on a
voluntary basis, and perhaps some simply wanted to run a small literary society, without many
complications, which is a legitimate view, however disappointing I might find it.
So it is true that the Committee decided that it didn’t have neither the legal capacity nor the
expertise to run such an ambitious project. In fact, we deemed the Committee to be simply too small
(with 11 Trustees, and not 10, as the Chair later claimed) to do so successfully. It was agreed indeed
that a new organism, legally independent (the issue of liability, again) would have to be created, if
the acquisition of the Cottage in Felpham succeeded, to manage the project. (“A separate trust with
appropriate governance would be needed”, say the minutes of 24/10/2012, and the concept of
“appropriate governance” has become of great importance now). However, it was to be an organism
working closely with the Blake Society and, most importantly, the campaign to acquire the Cottage
could clearly be launched by the Blake Society only.
People trusted the Blake Society as an organization; that is why they gave us money and support.
Nobody would have simply given money and support to Mr Heath alone to go and buy the Cottage.
In the minutes mentioned above, I was worried by Mr Vinall’s wording in the following paragraph:
“No formal links to be made between the Society and any trusts aiming to acquire an interest in 17
South Molton Street or the cottage at Felpham.” So I made some comments about that for our
following meeting. My notes read: “What would be the criteria of the members of the Society to elect
the directors of the company?” (we were clearly talking about the Society’s active role in this
respect); “I think it should not be that separate from the charity. Even if we choose option B, that

would be formally but we need continuity between the Committee as it is now and the new
company.” “My feeling is that we have to be much more cohesive. . . we need to be aware of what’s
going on and keep the others updated about our own projects.” I was on my guard even then. My
comments were ignored, even in minutes, and disappeared in that black hole that sometimes
seemed to swallow things in the functioning of the Blake Society Committee.
More recent minutes (4 February 2014) read: “Tim is exploring the possibility of a formal option to
buy, which if successful could be assigned to a trust, necessarily independent from the Society,
which could allow ownership to be widely shared.” This principle of ownership “being widely
shared” is also of paramount importance now, with the Cottage appropriated by three men who
seem to believe that they are accountable to no one.

The Blake Cottage appeal was launched, unequivocally, as a Blake Society project, and the evidence
of this will start appearing in its proper place as I continue with this narrative. We launched it and
ran it on behalf of the Blake Society, using its name, addressing potential donors, press and public in
the capacity of Blake Society Trustees and using the Society’s resources, including a bank account
and its official postal address. We also asked the Big Blake Project in Felpham to raise funds on
behalf of the Blake Society.
For the time being, I hope that it is becoming clearer for the reader that the separation between the
Society and the Cottage project that the BS is trying to claim in their documents is entirely imaginary.
In essence, the discussions and decisions made by the Committee regarding the Cottage were
always affected by the confusion brought about by the Chair’s prevalent ambiguity, his equally
prevalent manipulation and tactics of division, and the apathy of a dysfunctional Committee, and
that is reflected in the minutes as well.
Again, if I have something to apologize for to the public – and it has indeed weighed heavily on me
all this time – it is having believed that working with such people in an ambitious project was
possible. I had seen that in the Blake Society, despite the faults in the functioning of its Committee,
beautiful things happened. We managed to pull through some wonderful projects, sometimes it
seemed almost by miracle, and I loved to contribute to make some of them happen, despite the
difficulties.
But the Cottage was something different.
The Blake Society’s Chair, perhaps affected by the very ambiguity that pervades his work with
others, seems to have been sorely confused, and to have believed not only that he could claim links
with, or separation from, the Blake Society according to his convenience, but also that he could use
the Blake Society, his co-campaigners, and the trust of donors and public in the Society, in order to
get Blake’s Cottage for himself. He was mistaken.
As a prelude to the wealth of evidence that shows that this was a Blake Society project, some of
which the reader will be able to see in the following chapters, I’ll refer you for the time being to the
first leaflet we produced as we launched the Cottage appeal. Below is a reproduction of its last page:

I want to call your attention to the fifth paragraph. I reproduce it in a larger format below, so that you
can you can read it clearly:

MY OWN INTEREST IN BLAKE’S HOUSES AND MY WORK PRIOR TO THE COTTAGE APPEAL
As stated above, I was always enthusiastic about the Chair’s idea of saving the Cottage and the
house in South Molton Street for the preservation of William Blake’s legacy.
Since I joined the Blake Society Committee, I always offered my support to his efforts to preserve
both, and expressed my disagreement at the Committee’s lack of enthusiasm, because I believed
that if the Blake Society could not be bothered to try to preserve Blake’s heritage, who would? Until
the day I left the Committee, I also insisted on the need to preserve the links between the Society
and the Cottage.
The Chair has taken great efforts in denying the importance of my role in the Cottage appeal. His
time-line of it makes him appear as the sole person who cares about those properties; he has done
all he can to make me appear as a liar, and to make it seem as if I was his “assistant” in a project that
was wholly his.
I will not let him lie like that, so I will copy below just a few excerpts of the many emails in which I
expressed my interest for this project and my willingness to work for it, way before the Cottage
appeal was launched.
6 February 2013 (to the Chair) (there was a risk that the Chair wouldn’t be able to go on renting rooms in
South Molton Street, as the owner wanted to sell the whole building for commercial use. My proposals of

events for the Society in 2013 included events both in the Cottage and SMS in order to start paving the path
for the project to preserve them):

“I also thought it [the event] would contribute to make us (and the assistants) more aware of the danger of
SMS being handed over to simply commerce, a world view that does not appreciate what was created
there or the devotion involved in creation.”
1 September 2013 (to the Chair)
“If there is any other way in which I can help let me know, . . . It is not only that the loss of the houses would
be such a shame in the most ample sense of the word, but that it would be so precisely because if we save
them, we could create something that is truly worth fighting for, a kind of Golgonooza squares and
avenues, even a Golgonooza beach! Truly, I am willing to put work and energy into this so anything I can
do, count on me.”
10 September 2013 (to the Committee.) (It is clear that even then we were talking about a large

consortium, and not a 3 men mini-Trust, to manage the Cottage in the eventuality that we acquired it, and that
we were discussing it as a Blake Society concern)
“. . . I fear that the urgency of the matter given Heather Howell's family's wish to sell now may make us go
in disparate directions, exhaust our energy and burn out . . . , so I think that it would help to stop a bit and
see that our efforts go all in the same direction, upon the solid basis of what Tim has achieved so far. . . .
So I'd like to ask and/or propose the following:
1.
Can Tim canvas with the interested parties how long they estimate it would take for the consortium to
gather the necessary funds to secure the property? . . .
2.
With this tentative date in hand, could we then approach Mrs Howell and her son and ask them to
wait for us for that period of time only, setting a fixed deadline? I don't know how much they know
about the scope of the project in terms of support for the arts, literature and education, linked also to South
Molton Street. It can be a very exciting scheme, the potential is immense so maybe we can prepare an
impressive document to that end (if such a document is considered useful I volunteer to help).
. . . Then we can all go hunting for the poets, artists, scholars, institutions, etc., that would sign the appeal.
I'm afraid this is not extraordinary insightful, I too feel at a loss as to what we can do if we're not given
enough time to work. But at least I think if we concentrate our efforts in the same direction and do a final
attempt at working together with Mrs Howell and her family, rather than running against the barrier of their
urgency, something may be achieved.”
11 September 2013 (to the Treasurer, copied to the Committee) (The treasurer had expressed

reservations about the Society’s capability to carry out the fund-raising for the Cottage in a short time. Again,
this was clearly being discussed as a Blake Society matter)
“. . . On the most mundane layer of reality, we as the Blake Society chose to fight for the Grave,
not the houses, yet Tim has devoted much work and effort himself to devise a way to save the houses for
quite a while now, and it seems logic to me that the Blake Society supports his efforts as we too
want the houses to be saved.
It is true that we could have done with better communication so that we devoted ourselves earlier
to strategies such as the public appeal. It is also true that Mrs Howell's family have changed their initial
stance due to their own private priorities, and that has not helped.
On this layer of reality, to save the two houses and mark Blake's grave as three concrete physical centres
from which to celebrate his life, art and vision, and go on creating beauty, is quite important.
On a more ungraspable layer, when we are struck over and over again by the bizarre world's indifference
regarding an artist and poet that is at the same time so revered by many, even worshipped, and when we
think of Blake's life (you rightly point out that "getting funds for Blake was difficult in Blake's days"), and
of what he managed to create against all odds, perhaps there is a deeper lesson here that we have not
understood yet: that Blake drew from that very indifference the tremendous force for giving shape to a
vision that now runs powerfully through the whole of London, England and beyond.

I am being serious: maybe we are to learn the painful way that through Blake's struggles
against the indifference of a world sustained by reason and hard matter only he found the vehicle
for the true annihilation of the Self, for true Vision.
Yet we as the Blake Society are still very much on the mundane layer of reality, though constantly making
forays onto the other side. We are a literary society bent on saving these three Blakean centres in the hope
of finding through them (and most importantly, offering to others) sparks of beauty, vision, freedom, so I am
of the opinion that we should do all we can to support the efforts done in that direction, while trying to do so
in a concerted way.”
27 October 2013 (to the Chair) (In the swaying movement described earlier in this document, the

Committee had decided as a whole not to pursue the project of the Cottage, though opinions were divided, as
some of us did care)
“. . . I have been thinking both about the Blake Society and South Molton Street (I gather the cottage is lost
by now. . . ).
Time is running fast for the chance to keep SMS and I wonder how things have developed
with the consortium. You have worked very hard on this and I hope things are moving in the right direction,
but it must be quite a concern as well, and probably a huge weight to carry.
I know officially the Committee decided not to get involved, but that doesn't represent all of us. Those of us
who care could and should be able to contribute to the efforts to save the House. Bear this in mind and
please consider letting us know what is happening, and how we can help.”
6 November 2013 (to the Chair) (As it will be seen later, the Chair and I had already started discussing and

working around the way forward to start the Cottage appeal. Around this time, he was threatened with
eviction from 17 South Molton Street, and Westminster Council had refused to help preserve the house as a
place to honour Blake. I wrote an article about this situation for Mexican newspaper Milenio.)
“I keep on thinking of the House. It simply cannot be that the destiny of the last standing house of William
Blake in London is in the hands of a toughened landlord. I am sure you must have thought of everything
and discussed it with the possible partners of the consortium, but wouldn‘t some kind of public call for
attention help? A piece for a major newspaper perhaps?”
7 November 2013 (to the Chair)

“I just read your email and I worried. What happened with the landlords? . . .
Please do let me know if and how can I help, . . . including writing to the press. Do not forget that you can
rely not only on me, other people in the Committee I am sure will be there too.
As for me, I am all willingness and I care very much indeed about the destiny of the House. . . . if anything
urgent comes up with the House (if they want to evict you or whatever) tell me. I can go and chain myself to
the door or something!”
There are many more emails that show my commitment to work towards the preservation of both properties
and the work that the Chair and myself were already doing together before formally launching the Cottage
appeal. I won’t exhaust your patience here, nor mine: it would take me months to copy all that
correspondence here, though of course it is always available should the Chair and/or the Trustees of the
Charities he runs go on slandering me.
However, the following email I think the reader may find interesting, as it shows again how much I strived
for the Blake Society Committee to wake up and understand the importance of these two properties and
the need to work together:
24 January 2014 (to the Chair)
“I have been thinking about SMS and the Cottage, in our next meeting.

I believe it is too important and ample an issue to be decided on in that meeting, on an evening that we will
be making lots of other decisions on things that are already part of what the BS does.
My concern is that we may feel overwhelmed and make again what I believe was a mistake last year: to
say 'no, this is too much, it is beyond our competence'.
So I propose that in the 4 February meeting you give the report, but we don't make a decision then and
there. We take the question home to think over as our homework and decide the following week, ideally in
another (shorter) meeting devoted only to that, or at least voting via email.
I keep on thinking that the BS could, and should, put work and effort into saving the houses and hopefully
turning them into open spaces to celebrate Blake and his legacy. If we try to make a decision while we're
talking about all the other work we'll have this year, it may scare people and we may not make a wise
decision. So better to listen to the report and then give time for the importance of the project, and what is at
stake if the houses are lost, to dawn on us.”
Finally, I believe that the email below will make it very clear that the Chair and I were working together as a
team since 2013, paving the path for the actual Cottage appeal.

In 2013 the Howell family put the Cottage up for sale. Time was of the essence if we wanted to be
granted the legal option to buy. I often discussed with the Chair about what we could do to start the
project formally, and about what the Cottage would become. So I had an idea, and I wrote to the
Chair an email, excerpts of which are below:
30 August 2013 (to the Chair)
“While in the shower today I had what I thought a brilliant idea, but I am not so sure now, shower
enthusiasms can be short-lived. Here it goes anyway:
What about contacting English PEN? . . . In Mexico City there is a "casa refugio" that shelters writers
who are in exile or persecuted in their countries. They live there for a while and engage in the house's
literary programme. I have taught and also launched one of my books there, it's a wonderful place.
So if one of the ideas is to make of the Cottage more than a museum, a place where there is literary
exchange, workshops, etc., we may well make of it also a PEN-related residence for persecuted
writers (I have not been inside the cottage but it has an extension, there may well be enough space
for that).
The link to Blake? He was not exactly persecuted but Felpham was his closest brush with being so,
and he had the indirect form of persecution of being considered mad, of unacknowledged genius and
poverty.
If this idea does not sound far-fetched let me know as soon as you can the relevant information about
the work you've done so far because I have a friend who is a board trustee of PEN English and I can
ask her for advice.”

The Chair seems to be claiming that since he had interest in preserving the Cottage in order to
honour Blake’s legacy before the appeal started, this is “his” project. But if he’s talking about
interest and work, then it is clear that this was my project as much as his. And later it would become
a Big Blake Project too, from the moment he himself invited them to be part of the appeal, and also
fellow Trustee Henry Eliot’s, who had a brief involvement in the campaign.
I am not trying to minimize the work the Chair has done, on his own, to preserve Blake’s legacy for
decades. He has been indefatigable, creative and very generous, and I have always been ready not
only to admit that, but to remind it to others – including some Blake Society Trustees who
sometimes seemed to forget. My respect and admiration for the good work he has done remain
intact.

But this doesn’t give him any right to appropriate and disgrace a public project, nor to use and abuse
the work of others, or to have the fantasy that what many of us achieve together is his achievement
only.
Going back to the House of Refuge for persecuted writers idea: the Chair liked it. So, I got in touch
with my contact in English PEN and we had a meeting with them to invite them to the project. This
was the very first step made as a team to start the Cottage appeal. English PEN was delighted by the
idea, and they gave us much support promoting the campaign, as well as giving us some practical
advice while it was running.
Much later, when I had already left the Blake Society and had found out how the Chair had
appropriated the project, I discovered that from as early as April 2014 the Chair was boasting about
the large consortium that we were aiming to create, and that he never honoured, claiming that “he”
went to see the director of English PEN to propose the plan of the House of Refuge.
He didn’t mention at all the fact that I accompanied him to those meetings, and in view of what
happened afterwards, I do believe that even then the Chair was planning to elbow out all those of us
who were working with him, and appropriating the Cottage and our project.
I hope that these antecedents have helped the reader a bit to put the beginnings of Blake’s Cottage
appeal into context. What happened with the appeal proper will be the theme of the following
chapters.

